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L 0 V 0 L A U N I V E R S I T V 
AN INVESTIGATION Or THE COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY or 
ECUADOREAN AND NORTH AMERICAN ADOLESCENTS BOYS 
By 
Dissertation presented in par-
tial fulfillment of the re-
quirements for the master of 
Arts Degree in Psychology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
THE PROBLEM AN~ PROCEDURE 
Adolescence is one of the moat intriguing fields of 
study for the psychologist and for the educator, not only 
because of the difficulties and complexities that it pres-
ents, but also bec•use it offers a challenging opportunity 
for effecting good. ~hoever ha3 shared, as an educator or 
as a parent, in the changing and often puzzling world of -
the teen-agers, most have experienced the pressing need to 
understand them in order to better help them. It is more 
than a topic to say that young people are the hope of the 
futureJ it is a profound truth. But, in order that this 
truth may bear its fruits, it is imperative that the adults 
learn to know the adolescent better then he understands • 
himself, they ought to be able to feel as he fenls and to 
be aware of his prOblems and of his reactions to the envi-
ronment. 
many books and research studies have been written on 
adolescence. Some of them discuss observations from out-
side, of how the young people seem to behave or react in• 
certain circumstances. Others have tried to get inside the 
self of the boy to repoet how he sees himself. In Ecuador 
and in other Latin American countries many of those books 
are to be found in their Spanish translations. College -
students of Psychology and Education use those books as -
textbooks in their courses of Psychology of Adolescence and 
Evolutional Psychology. It is true that some of the profa~ 
sora illustrate their lectures with their own observations 
of the Ecuadorean teen-agers, but there is not a single sci• 
antific study that has tried to describe, from outside or 
from inside, the problems and behavior of those teen-agers. 
It is safe to assume, from a common sense point of • 
view, that the psychology of the Ecuadorean adolescent is 
not fundamentally different from that of other adolescents 
in the West. The cultural background and child rearing -
habits are largely similar in all of the Western countries. 
Navarthalaas, it was necessary to start off a research into 
the psychology of the Ecuadorean adolescents, not because 
they might be different from the adolescents of other coun-
tries, but because the Ecuadoraan parents and educators --
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would be greatly helped in their endeavors if they had a -
more adequate picture of how their sons and students see -
their problems end themselves. 
As far as the method of this investigation is concern-
ed, the study could have been conducted in a thousand and 
one ways. It was decided to choose the technique proposed 
by Urban H. fleege, for it seemed that an initial study of 
the adolescent should start from himself, ~sking him to --
talk about his problems as he sees them from his own view-
point. There is in such a method, it is true, the danger 
of subjectivism from the adolescent's side. future studies 
can take up the problem from a different angle end so con~ 
firm and reject the present results by means of mora objec-
tive techniques. 
fleege (1945) wrote his doctoral dissertation for the 
Catholic University of America under the title Personal 
Problems of the Modern Adolescent which was later developed 
as e book-entitled Self-revelation of the Adolescent ~· 
It would seem from the Blbilogrephy;-thit the author was -
the first to use a quetionnaire to get factual information 
from the adolescent himself. However, the important fact 
is that this psychological technique proved itself very --
useful end gave the author a great amount of information 
that he could later tabulate and interpret. 
The original questionnaire designed by fleege (which 
he also cells a "problemmaire") consists of a series of • 
214 questions trying to explore the ideas and feelings of 
adolescent boys in different areas such as family back-
ground, home, school, social relations, religion, sax, and 
self. He was satisfied of the validity and reliability of 
his questionnaire by the internal consistency evident in • 
his data in answers to interlocking and reverse questions 
scattered through the problemmaire. 
for the present study it was decided to select 94 
questions, most of them addressed to find out how the ado-
lescents see their problems at home and within themsulves, 
while some questions were thrown in for the purpose of -·-
checking the reliability of the information. All of the q 
questions were translated into Spanish from fleege's orig-
inal. There was no danger of finding questions inapplica-
ble to the Ecuedorean population, since the boys were sim~ 
ply asked to report on how they felt or thought in differ• 
ant situations which ere not necessarily determined by cul-
ture. 
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"ffitle ~was ··:dministcr8r:l to 5~~6 fourth-year 
boys in six different high schools in three large citiesz 
nuito, Cuenca, and Riobamba. The reason for this wide sa* 
lection was the necessity of obtaining a representative --
sample of the high school popul~tion in whir.h all socio-ec-
onomic levels would be included. Thus, bur biQh schools -
selected were Catholic; th other two were ~tata high ----
schools. Since the State i1igh schools are free the great 
majority of boys belonging to the lower socio-economic ---
class would be admitted to them. On the other hand, the ~ 
great majority of the Catholic hiQh school population would 
be made up by students from thn middle and upper socio-ec-
onomic classes. There er~ te~ exceptions in both sides, of 
course, but choosing the sample from various higt1 schools 
all social classes are represented. The only important hu-
man group excluded was that of the Indiana, for whom the • 
findings of this study are not applicable. 
Of these 586 questionnaires some• about 35, were re~ 
jected because their authors were above the agb of sixteen. 
Therefore, the present study is limited to boys aged fif-
teen to sixteen. The comparison of resulta from young ~eo­
ple of seventeen and eighteen will be the subject of a fu-
ture investigation. 
The administration of the questionnaires was personal-
ly conducted by the writer, except for the two State high 
schools where the presence of a priest mould have made the 
boys somewhat suspicious about the purpose of the investi-
gation. lay psychology students of the Catholic University 
of Ecuador were in charge of giving the questionnaires in 
those high schools. 
That there was a good ra~rt end an atmosphere of co-
operation is apparent in t~g remarks that most of the boys 
added at the end of the questionnaire. Here era a few ex-
amples: 
"The questionnaire is wonderful, I have to thank for 
it. It will help solve the youth's problems." 
"I've found all my problems treated. It's very inter-
esting." 
"I't was vary valuable." 
"The questionnaire was very interesting, because we, 
young people, need things like these to be better under-
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stood." 
"The questionnaire makes you think about yourself. I 
should've liked some questions about yirls." 
It w~s stressed thnt no nnmes ware to be signed in or-
der tu safeguard the snonimlty and thus make sure that the 
~nswers were truthful. It was explained to them the pur-
pose of the project and the usefulness it could have for 
other boys in Ecuador if they answer the questions truth-
fully. 
The next step was to tabulate the answers to th8 var-
ious items in the form of percentages. 
Since one of the aims of this study was to find the 
similarities end differences of the problems of Ecuadorecn 
adolescents compared with those of the American ~do!escents, 
so as to discover whether tho~e problems were peculiar to 
the Country or r•ther they see~ed to be common of the ~do~ 
lescents at large, the results obtained by Flaege in his -
sample of 2000 American boys were always kopt in sight. 
The statistical method used was quite simple: the percen-
tages of each answer were compared between both samples. 
The purpose of this investigation, which is simply to break 
the ground for future research• seemes to be served well • 
enough by this technique. 
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II. 11EVIUI OF THE RLL!HED LITERfiTURE 
The adolescence is that period of life whPn the indi-
vidual is reaching the summit of his mental and physical g 
growth. It ia a period of intense social activity, for --
the individual is trying to adjust to his environment and 
to gather experiences in much more conscious way than dur-
ing the years of childhood. The adolescent begins to real-
ize that the assimilation of those experiences will open -
for him the door to the world of the adults and will guar-
antee his efficiency in that world. 
In the intellectual aspect the adolescent is moving 
towards the highest point of his potentiality in mental 
ability. He has still much to learn and to experience, but 
his neurological development is largely complete. He needs 
experience and status as an adult or fully responsible mem-
ber of his community. 
It is at this point th8t the adolescent's problema 
originate. Economic and cultural fdctors do not allow him 
to take his place as en adult, with all the rights, privi-
leges and responsibilities that belong to the adult age. 
He is often forced to behave like a child and he is denied 
the experiences and responsibilities which could change his 
role of a child for that of an adult. 
Thus, adolescence is not a concept which can be defin-
ed in essential terms; it is the period in which society 
accords the individual to live the role of teon-agers, 
encountering the personal problems posed by this role, and 
undergoing the persona, physical, social, and emotional gr 
growth and development characteristic of the second decade 
of life. 
much has been written about the difficulties of being 
an adolescent. But there is little valid reason to suppose 
that the reactions of an adolescent in face of his problems, 
his strivings to adjustment an~ understanding are in some 
degree more difficult or mar~ trat~ic for him than for a 
person of any age facing a problem, ~n unresolved conflict 
or the urge to come to a working agreement with his envi-
ronment. It has been said, with reeson 1 that the adoles-
cent is inmature and lacking experiencef but it must be 
remembered that the adolescent is not the only 6nexperien-
ced and inmature human being. He i~ above all, a human 
person, and he must be understood as such before being con-
sidered an adolescent. 
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Among the problems encountered by the adolescent in 
his daily life there is one which is peculiar of his age. 
That is the relationship of the young boy with the adults, 
specially with his parents, and the graduHl independence 
from adult controls in order to reach his own status. As 
meyer (1944) notes: 
Biologically, the adolescent with completed puberty -
may be considered emancipated. But in our kind of so-
ciety the period of dependance on adults is prolonged. 
The technological world requires a greatter and greati~ 
extension of the period of formal education. The com• 
plexity of jobs requires maturity and judgment. 
Taking thR age of fourteen as e convenient average -
for sexual maturity and neMrly that many of complete 
physical maturity before he can be regarded es an --
adult and be taken seriously by en adult world. 
The most important single cause of parent-youth con-
flict is the perseveration of parent's attitudes that inter-
fere with the adolescent•s greatly ~xpanded need for voli-
tional independence. The factors that generally influence 
parents to retain a restrictive, authoritarian and inter-
fering role can be ~ributed to the parents• fears that -
the adolescent will not grow up to be a responsible, mature 
and respectable individual. Studies like those of Gabriel 
(1939) and Scott (1940) indicate that such restrictive at-
titudes are widespread at all social levels among parents 
of udolescents. 
Goodenough (1945) observes that while the adolescent 
feels he is o grown-up and wants to be treated as such, he 
still shows some infantile traits. On the other hand, his 
parents feel that he is growing end that he should behave 
as grownups do, but on the force of h~bit they still treat 
him like a child. Sherif and Cantril (1947) indicate some 
of the cbmplaints expressed by a boy of sixteen: "Being --
called up in the morning more than twiceJ being told what 
I should entJ being asked questions about homeworkJ beinq 
balled down' about my school merks; always being nagged •-
about the length of time I use th£ phone, the light I reed 
in, and the radio programs I hear." It is aasy to see t~.ut 
all these things, although they migtlt seem useful to keep 
some discipline et home, tend to underestimate the adoles• 
cent's responsibility making him appear as a child that has 
to be told what to do and how to do •. 
One of the problems of family life is that parGnts and 
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sons very often perceive the s~me situation in 3 different 
way. Johnson (1952) in his study on the conceptions of --
parents held by adolescents, found that the subjects of his 
study considered the f~ther as the non-authoritarian figure 
and more as the providarJ while the mother wcs the authori-
tarhm figure• her role being thmt of a moral and beha.,ior• 
~l guide, source of affection and housekeeper. Haskett -
(1953) ln a study of adolescents• concepts regarding the -
role of parents, found results agreeing with those of JoiHr• 
son, p~rticul=rly in that adolescents soo their mothers ao 
a guide and their fathers as providers. 
Findings ~uch as those of Johnson ~nd Haskett are in 
sharp contrast with the tr~dition~l view, still held by the 
p=rents, that the role of the parent is authoritarian. 
Where such differences in viewpoints exist it is obvious -
that there will be frictions bstweon parents and soas and 
other interpersonal problems. 
In another study Hl':fss iSnd Goldblatt (1957) askod, !<t:Jtwt 
concept do teen-agers have of adults, and conversely, whet 
concepts do adults have of teen-agers?" They sought to --
find out to what extent wero the cuncopts of those two ~-· 
groups ~bout each other in line with realitJ• The authors 
interviawed and administered • rating scale to a group of 
thirty-two teen-agers. The following results ware summa-
rize by the investigators: 
1. The adolescents tend ~idealize adults, that is-
they h•ve much higher opinions of adults than do ~he pa-
rents. 
2. Adolescents see a relatively greater status dif· 
f8rence between teen-agers and adults than do the parents. 
3. Adolescents believe that the average adult has a 
generalized tendency to depreciate teen-agers. 
4. P~rents anticipate that toen-ogers will have a --
selective tendency to undervalue adults. 
5. Adolescents believe that the adulto will evaluatry 
themselves relatively accurately. 
6. Parents believe that teen-agers have unrealistic~~ 
ly high opinions of themselves. 
When such discrepancies of opinion occur in the mutual 
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perception of parents and sees, it is no wonder that mis-
understandings ere bound to creep in the relAtionships bet-
ween adolescents and adults, and that when these misunder-
standings occur it will be difficult fdr both sides to come 
to a satisfactory agreement. 
The importance of the home as the decisive factor in 
tha devalopment of the individu~l has long been recognized 
by psychologists and educators. Since the psychology of -
~dolescence emerged es a topic in modern psychology in th~ 
late nineteenth century with the appearance of the monumen-
tal work of G. Stanley Hall (1904), authors such as Jersild 
(1957), Horrocks (1962), Hurlock (1961), end Rogers (1962) 
emphasiz~ the sp._eci,,1 significance of the home ir; shaping 
the grewing:~erson•lity of the boy. The family remains the 
most potent factor in regulating the behavior of young peo-
ple. Parent~! star.d•rds help keep them oriented in G world 
that appe~rs to them threatening and complex. 
Furthermore, the type of relationship betwaen the ~d· 
olescent and his family is of the utmost importance to de-
termine his adjustment to other persons. As Anderson (1940) 
has shown, the adolescents whose parents are always nagging 
and criticizing them, or those whose parent~ control their 
external activities too strictly or, on the contrary, are 
too permissive, have become quarrelsome, desobedient, ner-
vous and quick-tempered. The adolescent's behavior is clo~ 
ly related to the patterns of conduct observed at home. 
In regard to the general problem of the family influ• 
ence in the personality development of the adolescent, Bos-
sard (1948) writes: 
~he family does more than merely transmit the culture 
••• it selects from the existing surroundings what is trans-
Mitted, it interprets to the child what is transmitted, it 
evaluates what it transmits. The culture into which the 
chi!~ is born has its folkways, its mores, and its scale of 
rewards for differing schematizations of living. But it is 
within the bosom of the family that judgments aee formed, 
conflicts of culture are resolved, choices are made or at 
least influenced." 
The adolescent's level of adjustment, his development 
as a person dep~nd, to a great extent, on the attitudes of 
his parents and on the social and psychological climate of 
his home. In a study comparing the child rearing attitudes 
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of p8rents of a group of adjusted as compared to a group -
lllllladjusted children, Peterson "'nd his collaborators (1959) 
reported that the parents of children who showed adjustMent 
difficulties were themselves less well adjusted and soci~­
ble, less democratic, and tended to experienced more disci• 
plinary problems th~n was true of the chilrlren who manifes-
ted no maladjustive tendencies. 
The home climate varies gre~tlyJ it C3n be good, bad 
or V<'lriable. In the same home the climate can vary from n 
one time to another, and of course it varies from one child 
to another. The parents, due to their position, are to a 
large extent, responsible for that climate (Hurln~~, lg61). 
In America, since th9 beginning of thg century, thern :H':lvq 
been noticeable transformations in the structure of family 
life. Of the transformations that have taken place some a 
are cloaeky related to the home climate. Among these in-
vestig~tors such as Jameson (1940), Str~cker (1946), end -
Bossard (1953) have enumerated the relative ~uthori~y of t 
the father or mother, the nature of domestic discipline, -
the decrease in mumber of the qroup of rolativcs anrl tha -
increase in importance of the inmediate family, thA ch~n~~s 
in f:<:1rnily stability due to the incraf'lsing number of dilfo~ 
Since the present civilization is chenqing more rapirl-
ly than any other civilization in historv, per~nts seem un-
able to judge the conduct of their sons or ~o guide them -
using norms that were valid when they were young. mead --(l95l) observed that American parents and educators are --
bringing up unknown children to an unknown world; they can 
predict their children's needs by remembering their own; -
they cannot find the answers to their children's questions 
by lookin~ into their own hearts. 
Gesell, Ilg and Ames (1956), after an exhaustive re-
search, summed up their findings about the problems at ---
home of boys aqed 15 to 16: 
Fifteen feels that he does not have enough freedom --
and suffers from restraint. This tends to mak8 him -
argumEntative and remote with both parents. A cycle 
comes to full term at sixteen. Even with a discourag-
ing record of turbulent interpersonal behavior in the 
past, there is a smoothing out of former tensions ano 
of the superficial conflicts with parents and siblmg~ 
Arguments with father may also approach an adult leveL 
Conformity may, however, be only on the surface. ~ 
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fawar arguments occur, soma adolescents feel that the 
family does not understRnd them and th~t points of --
view are vary different. 
Turning from the problems ~t home to the problems of 
the arlolescent in the realm of self, many i~vestig~tors -
have tried to dstormine, first of all, what are th~ needs 
of the ~dolascent. Need is the centor ~nd insti~~tot of 
behavior. When a need is unfulfilled the individuMl is -
in • state of desequilibrium and is driven to 8ctivity to 
either fulfill the need or find a substitute for it. IJhen 
a need is fulfilled the individual regains equilihrium, ~ 
state towards which normally functioning or~anisffis strive. 
Horrocks and Weinberg (1963) made a norm~tive sturly -
of mdolasc8nts at various age lev~ls to find out the psy-
chological needs of young boys. The most enduring llrieds d 
during adolescancg for the population studiBs were: (1) to 
conform to approved behavior, VRluas, and st~nrl~rds desig-
nmted by refuronca individuals or aroups ~een ~s important 
(oarents, teachers, peers); (2) to be spaci~l recipient of 
unqualified and deep expressions of affection, end (3) to 
work hard, endeavor, and to attaln worthy goals. 
A symptomMtic manifestation of the adolescent's needs 
arg his wishes and desires illhich h~vo not been imolemented 
because of circ•Jmstances beyond the wishnr's control. Sev-
eral ~uthors have assumed as a working hypothesis that an 
individual's wishes are an index to his generAl pattern of 
personality organization and it mey well be that the char-
acteridtic wishes of adolescents offer an index to the gen. 
eralized pattern of adolescence. 
Cobb (1954) studied the wishes of his subjects by me9ns 
of a questionnaire that contained items such as "I wish I 
were J I wish more than anything than •" He con-
cluded from his study that when the statement is restricted 
by strong self rgferenca wishes tend to be more introverted 
than when t~e reference is general. In the former cess, • 
wishes for looks, stature, age, identity, and smartness are 
prominentJ in the latter these tend to be absorbed in the 
more general and less introverted ~etegories of personal -
achievement end personal-social relations, •uhile general -
welfare on the one hand, end material possessions on the a 
other, becoma prominent. 
Washburne (1932) found that wishes are closely related 
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to age ~nd tend to ch~nge ~ith increase in age. In his -· 
study, wishes for adventure, play and thrills hmva a notic~ 
able drop among boys after thirteen. t~ishes for success -
show increases with age. 
While wishes give an indic~~ion of the interests which 
attract adolescents, the study of thG!r fears• worries. tnd 
anxiatiee c~ntribute to give a more accurate picture of his 
personGlity. fears ~nd worries lead the individual to elic-
it certain acts ~nd to avoid others. 
fear is one of the most pronounced emotions exparien~ 
by man ~nd has Plweys played an import~nt role in his con• 
duct. rears of animals and other concrete things in the -
inmediate environment appear to decrease as the child de• 
velops. With growth into adolescence, fears of a soci&! • 
nature come to bn very important. However, a study by Hides 
and Hays (1938) shows that fifteen percent of n group of • 
250 junior high school students reported that they w~re •· 
afraid of something. This indicates that mmny childhood • 
fa11rs pe:rs!st into adolescence. Older boys become much cm-
cvrned over soci~l approval• feilure in school, feer from 
boing disliked, and other fe•rs pertaining to thair rela• 
tions with their peers • According to Har roc!~s ( 196 2) the 
fears of adolescence may be roughly classified into three 
general groups: (1) fAar of matPrisl things. These in• 
clude many of the early childhood fearsa {2) fears relating 
to the self• These include death, Pailure in school, per• 
sonal inadenuacy, popularity, end the like; and (3) fears 
involving social relations. These include embsrrasment, 
social events, meeting people, parties, dmte~, and so forfu. 
Similarly, Aneglino and Dollins (1956} classified the 
express fears of a group of young people aged 9 to 18 as • 
follows: safety, school, personal appearance, natural pha~ 
nomena, economic and politic~!, health• social relmtions, 
person~! conduct, and supernatural. fears raqnrding per• 
sonml saFety 8re a phenomenon of the pre-adpleacent rather 
th~n the a0oleac~nt period. Upper-class boys were more •• 
worried ebout getting hurt, delinquency, 9nd ~ccidents; --
lower-class boys were mere worried about money. 
A number of studies have dealt with the worries of -· 
adolescents. Growth into adolescence is &ccompenied by ·-
anxieties on the port of many boys, connected with appear• 
ance, popularity, end inadequacies related to their sax --
role. Lunger and P•ge (1939) dealt with such worries by -
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means of an "inventory" of 78 items administered to a group 
of students. Sex differences were found to be negligible 
with respect to both the incidence end intensity of wo~~. 
Roughly about one-half expressed some concern over such -
items as general religious problem~, physical dafacts, --
familial obligations, incbility to make frisnjs, and vo-
cational success. 
Another interesting 3Spect of the psychology o~ the 
adolescent is the study of his attitudes an~ idaals. ~ 
the adolescent is continously subjected to new exparia~, 
since his knowledge is growing and exp~nding, ~nd aince -
he is leaving childhood and nearing adulthood, it is inev-
itable that significant changes in attitudes and ida•ls -
will take place. Thera can be no doubt that ~n indivi-
dual's attitudes and ideals are an expression of his per-
sonality. 
The accept~bla attitudes, good values, and lofty ide-
ala of on individual make him ~p~ear as of "qooJ characte~ 
Unfortunately, the term "character" is elus!ue in meaning 
and its interpretation varies widely from person to par-
son. lilashburne (1931) spea!dng Llf chl'lracter wr.tte~n 
TherB is neither a general accApted definition, nor 
general tacit agraement as to the criterion by which 
character, or any ch~racter trait~ can be eu~luatad. 
Among existinQ criteria are integ~ation of parBonali-
ty, morality, and strangth. 
~3rtin (1954) obeervas that ~alues and attiturtss are 
inculcatied fj rst, through the learning of behrn:inr hy im-
itation and reinforcement, and second, by the definition 
of values reached inductively from beh<'wlar. 11cre recent-
ly Berkowitz (1954) studies two ~ffectivA attitudes that 
should be develored in young people: thr ntrivinn for suc-
cess and the moral sensa. It seems, according to this au-
thor, th"t the deue:npment of those attitudes dapends on 
larqe measure on the cttlture ~nd socia'll level end on the 
example set by p:trants. Berko1tti tz hes shown that one can 
not speak of a spontaneous need of "self-~ctualiz~tion" -
which could lead towards creativity and morel oensa. If 
the parents and educators m~nt to b:r:-ino up th{:~ af.~olescants 
to be effectivn and law-abirlinQ citizens they have to in• 
corporate mnr~l values in thslr tr8ining. 
Ausubel (1954) in dicussing chRnges in values during 
adolescence notea that v~lues And QD~l.s are still acquired 
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by intellectual s~tellization, that is, as by~products of 
subservience to others on whom the individual is dependent 
such as parents, te~chers, ~dult group leadears, and repre-
sent~tivss of the church. 
Religion is ~nether important factor net onlv for the 
development of the adolescent's person~lity, but •lso far 
the structure of society. It is generally acceoted thet 
youth should receive religious instruction and that it --
should be provided with the opportunities to f1~rticip=1tB 
in religious orgeniz~tions. On the other hand, thar~ are 
others who believ9 that religious training is h~r~ful ~nd 
that youth should be allowed to accept or reject religion 
without any sort of guidance or help. Although religion 
frequently seams to be more a formal profession th~n a --
passionate personal concern, it is for m3ny tbe k~ystone 
to a philoso.hy of life. Allport mnd his collaborators -
(1948} found, for example, that 68 per cant of Harv~rd --
students and 82 per cent of Radcliffe students ~nsmered • 
Yes to the questionl "Do you feql thl.lt yo•J re:")uir~ some -
form of rellqioos oriantf!tion or belief in ord3r to !!lchiove 
a fully mature philosuphy of life~"• 
The typical adolescent of high school ~nd e~rly col-
lege age is "religious", at least to tho extent o~ ~ssen~ 
ing to ~ number of religious beliefs and t~king part in • 
religious observances. A l~rge proportion of younq people 
profess a religious faith ~nd a belief in the necessity of 
roligion in life. However, then confronted with the pop• 
ular question "What is religion?" the adolescent ~~y give 
uny number of strange and incoherent ~nswmrs. That is to 
bo S'~nec ted. Re 1 iqion gog s b~yond f.! mare r::Jg fill i tion to -
~a mach~nically laarnYd. Studies hav5 bsen m~dc of the -
d8volopment of ~~ligious feelings in ~dolssc~ntti from --• 
young people's dilirifls, letters, and por.'lm'3. Tl,~-:3'? 1 tor~eth-
ar with results from questionnaires, have giv8'l Vftlu•ble 
material relative to the development of thg relig1ous ael& 
Kuhlen ~nd Arnold (1944) administered a ~uastionn&ira 
to a lmrge group of children And adolnsc0nts. T~~ ques-
t!Linnairr::J listed 52 statements representing v·;;rious reu ... 
gious beliefs. It is evident from tho rqsults th~t sig-
nificmnt ch~nges appear in the religious b~ligfs of the -
children ~a they reach adal8scence 8nd gram into ~~turity. 
The responses to a number of 3tJt3ment~ provide evidence 
for the assumption that a qrA~ter taler~nce toward differ-
ent religious beliefs and pr~cticss appe~r with incre~sed 
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maturity of the growing individual. Another sign of matu-
rity and of increased sophistication accompanyihg mdoles-
cenca is a diminished prevalence of sup~itious beliefs• 
as shown in a study by Lundeen and C~ldwall (1930). 
Religioua beliefs and attitudes professed by parsons 
at the high school anc college levels persist, in the case 
of most individuals, into later years. Nelson (1956), in 
l$50;:applied several scales for the me•surewent of reli• 
giaus &ttitudes to about 900 per~ons who had responded as 
colluga students to the s8me scales in 1936. Eighty-six 
per cent of the persons showed little ~r no shift in atti-
tude, or a shift toward mare favorable attitudes. 
The personality of the adolescent hss also heen stud!• 
ed by means of projective techniques. Outstanding among 
others for its mass of date is the work by Ames at el. • 
{1961) in which the adolescents' records of the ROrschach 
test ere tabLl*ted and intarpreterl. The fifteen-year-old 
is described bV the authors as displaying new sensitivi• 
ties, resiet&nc~st ~nd suspicions that frequently make him 
in his relations with others not only srgumentRtive, but 
even hostile and belligarent. Sixteen, as reflected in -
the RorschAch rosponaas, is certainly more energetic, mora 
expansive, and undoubtedly finds life more exciting than 
he did et 15. Tho amount of intellActu~l &nd emotion~! -
expansion that occurs nt this ega, thouqh it providen -·· 
9reater poscibility for difPiculty, also gives him greater 
reserve ~o solve difficulties when they occur. 
Since this pnper is concerned psrtic11larly with boys 
of age 15 to 16, it will be useful tG sum up this rAvieill 
of the research done on the subjaft with some of t.he deta 
collected b~' Schnell (1952). The authnr includes in the 
chart of ch~r~ctaristics of adolescents at different sge 
lev~ls the t~ndings of extensive research in this field. 
In regard to the problems in the re~lm of self she says: 
The adolascont of 15 and 16 contin•Je to sh~w some of 
the pr~adol*sdent;fear~, but fears ~nd worri~s ~re • 
mainly sociel Bnd ~oncArn exuminations, •uto acciden~, 
~isessa, money supply. c~ppeerance at home, hurt fael-
1n~s, leek of success, ~11d m~king bad impressions. -
The reactions to these fuMrs continue to ba forms of 
rigidity and running sway. Anger is aroused mainly 
because material objects fRil to function properly • 
and is responded to with t~lk, r~stlessnens, and vio• 
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exercise. Anxiety to attain the type of behavior for 
one's socio-economic status, or of th~t of ~ status 
to which one aspires to risa, is a powerful drive for 
dsvalopping the nacassery attitudes, appredi~tioos, -
and relationships. 
Similar findings are reported by C8sell 1 Ilq, and Ames (1956). As fer ns personal wishes are concerned the aut~m 
found that the most common wishes of boys of 15 ond 16 ware 
for peace •nd for ganarel betterment. Parson~! h~ppiness 
is mora often wished for than tho h~ppiness of otho~s. 
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III. PROBLEMS mF THE BOY IN THE HOME 
Among the various factors which contribute to the for-
mation of the boy•a character and to his adjustment to the 
society in which he lives, the boy's family or home is one 
of the most important. This is why the present study at-
tempts to discover, in so far as this is possible by the 
method used, the influence thut home situations have in • 
tho Ecuadorenn ~dolescent. It is important, ab~vs all, to 
obtain information about the general structure of the fam-
ily. The questionnaire attempts to find out tho daqrae of 
cohesiveness of the Ecuadorean family 2nd its possible fi-
nancial difficulties. 
Table ine gathers the results of ths answers which re-
fer to th~ p~ssibility that the adolescent's difficulti~s 
might have been praduced oy a broken-home, be it in th3 ~ 
sense that parents are separated or divorced, or in tha -
sense that either one of thsm is dead. 
TABLE 1. Cohesiveness in the f~milie5 
of 550 Ecuadoraan adolescents 
~==================~===~:;:====================~z======== ....... ..._. ' 
Percent:~~ges 
--------------------------------------------------------~~· ··--
Father alive 
rr o t h •3 r ••1 i v e 
Separated or divorced 
Vas No No answer 
...... 
..... 
6.1 
--------------------------------------------------------------
The Findings indicate that the great majority of ~doles• 
cents ~njy a proper family environment for their dev~lap­
ment. 
In snswer to 9nother question, the boys ~iva f~rther -
signs of the sound constitution of their families whRn -· 
only 5.5 per cent of them state that their motha~~re gain-
fully employed (soma of them because they arc widows). -
For nine out of ten boys their mothers hnva no ather con-
cern but to t~ke care of the home. 
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The financial situation is closely linked with the • 
cohesiveness of the family. The entire character of the 
home, ita cultural level, as well as the boy's soci~l, re-
cre~tionel1 and educational opportunities mra largely de-
termined b the economic status of the family. Because -
of the intimate relation batween money et the p•renta• •• 
disposal enr! the granting or deprivation of many of the -
adolescents' wishes, one of the questionc attempted to •• 
discover th3 generAl ('JConomic concH tion of th::: home by --
~sking "P...E. .firsncl~l troubles ,f,re_g,uently cre:<"d.e Ej.fficul-
tiss at home?;r To thls question sa.s per cent x·eplied in 
£he negm't"'\i'e &nd 51.5 per cent in thEJ :nffirmativeo. 
That half of the families in the sample prasent fi-
nancial difficulties is not importent for this study. • 
But it is interesting to know that helf of the boys are • 
concerned about tho financial condition of their families. 
It is indicative also of the personal involvement of the 
hogh school boy in th8 financial situ~tian of his hom5 the 
fact thet no boy f~ilod to amswer this questicn. 
ilihatevar the financial difficulties are, these do not 
seem to influence the boy in the sense that he should have 
to make up for them in one way or another. The answers to 
the questionnaire indicate that 81.3 per cant of the gr~up 
do not feel overloades mith duties in or about their horne. 
It is interesting to note that in the Am3ricsn sam?le only 
6.6 p~r cant felt they UH9r'3 overlo~dsd with duties, agail"'i 
13.5 par cant in tha Ecu~clor~•n s~mpl~. The implications 
or this difference seems obviauss in the Ecuadoraan family 
the boy feels lass rrea to ignore the family routine since 
it is axpected of him th3t he will cooperata in some of ~ 
domestic chores. The daily work in an Ecuadorean house is 
mar~ complex than in Americ~ simply becaus~ t~a usa of ca~ 
tain ~odern convanianc~a ~re not eq widely ua~d for prnpe~ 
ing the meals or fnr storing parish~bla goods which the -
Ecu;.ldorean boy will be asktJd to secura at the nearest atom. 
These daily errands ar~ apt to consume a port of tha boy's 
free tima, and this ia why some or tham complain of baing 
overloaded. 
The introductory questions studied so far givo u gen-
eral picturo of the home beckground from t:Jh:Lch comes tho 
population of tna students furnishing the inrorm~tion. It 
can ba notad that the family structure is by and large a 
healthy one and that, even thaugh thara mro financial dif· 
ficulties these do not seem to pr88ent o serious problem 
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for the adolescent's normal developMent. 
Getting closer into tho fomily situ~tion, Table 2 of-
fers v~lu~ble data about the adolescent's rsaction or gAn-
arnl attitude tow~rds his homo. 
TABL: 2. General reaction of Ecuadorosn and 
Amaric~n boys to home and parents 
=====================~======~===========================~ 
Ecuadorsan ~~mer ic;:m 
Yes No Yes 1\!o 
reel happy at home 83 .. 0 15.5 90.4 9.3 
Too much disc ip 1 !:11., 43.9 52.4 10.2 86.3 
H!'!V!3 'lnouqh freedom 46.9 42.5 59.8 27.3 
Want rnnre freedom 49.5 41.5 41.8 '}'7 ' L...) • ,) 
Parar:ts too much con-
earned about tuhat the 
boys do 76.5 22.2 37.8 58.3 
'J '. j 
The first question triad to get the gener3l Peeling 
cf the b~ys in r9gard to their homg: Ar9 ro!J USU!lly h!DQl 
&t hom!? To such a question 93.0 per can 8nswared 1fea", 
n'.sper ;:ent sa>id "No", 11nd a few (5.5 ;::>er. cent) were el-
th3r undecided or gave no answer. Tabla 2 shows th&t the 
results in thz Amer!een population are substanti~lly th~ 
S<!il'~~ • 
Then they were asked whether they thou~ht tn:n. 8 was 
too !'ih . ;~h cliscir1 f.ne at homts. The quast!.on is :':.ln ''"l~J:ir~.,n t 
one for the und~rst~ncling of the boy's proble~s ut home -
because he is likely to feel that un overbeuring disc!pl~e 
is unfair, insofar as it hinders his initi~tive and thw~rts 
his perEon~llty. The picture th~t emerges from thn nnswera 
&s they nppeer on Table 2, is not quite encour~ging mnd • 
certainly it is confusing. The Ecuadoretin beys ot la~ge 
do not soom to be able to m~ke up their minds bbout their 
situation ot homu in regard to discipline, whero~s the A-
merican adolescents offsr a much mar2 definite pict~re. 
Alnost have of the boys (43.9 oar cent) think they fir8 un-
der too much discipline, while e little over one h~lf (5~4 
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per cant) state thnt they are not. They seem to accept a 
disciplinary situation imposed by the moras of the country 
when, ~gein, almost half of them feel taat they are allow-
ed as much freedom ~s eny othar boy of their ~ge. But, en 
thG other hand, in neRrly the semo proportion they want ~ 
more sociBl liberties. It seems us if these edcles~ents 
do net know exactly how much discipline and how ~uch free• 
dom they should h~ve. 
Some light is she~ in this situ~tion when the answers 
to the two questions are snaltzed sepRr~tely. Of the boys 
who soid that they djd not h~ve enough freedom, 62.5 per 
cent crguod for more freedom, while 37.5 pAr cent ~ccepted 
their plight without further complaint. Of those who re-
ported that they enjoyed as much liberty ~s the svorege • 
uoy, 23.4 per cent ~ere still uns&tisfied with what thoy 
hod, while 76.6 per cant said that they did not dssirH •• 
more. The questionnairo did not h~ve a specific ouestion 
to find out whether those demands for freedom were frqnkly 
unrl vocally expressed or were rather m~nifested in ~ feel-
ing of inner discomfort. 
Perhaps it is one of the clesrest instances in which 
the natural rebellion of the Mge is felt, 9V8n though tha 
boy does not find a reason for his behavior. In this are:, 
however, there is ~ striking difference with the ett!tud~s 
of the Amaric~n boys. T~ble 2 shows that 37.B per cant ~r 
the subjects or the A.meric111n sample think that they ~re tto 
much under thG watchful eye of their p3ronts, nnd 10.2 per 
Ct':lnt compl~in of too iHJCh disciplinB ~:: .. horne. It :l.s in t, 
thi& ~rea th~t the two cultures differ radicNlly. Child• 
rea ring p rae tices in A me rice tend to f' rr•mo tn th~· indepen• 
denc..-.~ of' children at :;an A~rlir3r :a"Cc tl; ,; in othar l'!estnrn 
i,;Ult;ureB (8oehm 1 lf157). In Ecu~dor, ; ;,r,nt.s mnintain tha 
Europe~n tr8dltion according ta which freedom io l~rgely 
curtailed for high school boys who 3re r~ther educated to 
:!!ccapt p1rentto.l control. 
The ~nswers qiven by the boys ara not to be takan ~s 
an objective statement of whether the parents ~re ~ctuslly 
h in de r inq th::J ;::l rocees oF personality de ve 1 opmen t in the a-
dolescants. They a~8 en indin~tion of how tho boys feol 
about thn m~tter ~nd to what extent they find this to bA 
one of thnir problems. However• since it C::ilnrtnt be ~ssum­
ad thnt th9 m;J~jorlty of thA stdolascents in the Ol~RsEmt .... 
group are ~rang in judging the objectiva situation, it is 
safe to !nfsr from the findings that most of the parents 
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are oversolicitous about their sons. Are they with such 
behavior (even if cultur~lly datermine~) interfering with 
the boys' development toward adulthood? It has to be judg-
ed by the etr~cts. 
ruhon the subjects of the group mere asked to report 
their feelings on specific points of discipline, their •• 
answers did not sasm to revenl e deep tension between them 
and thoir p~r8nts. Replying to the question, Q£ ~ feel 
ypus. &arents treat ~ !£ ~ young !!n your !~ should oe 
treated?, so.n per cent s~y thut they are well tre~ted •• 
fre"qur:/ntly, ?8.4 per cent arf'l l1!ell treated oCUEionally 1 -
and 21.8 per cent respond negatively. This means that t~ 
out of four boys feel that their parents treat them as ~y 
should ba treated. In other words, they feel that their -
onrents are not interfering. ns f;:ar as it is possihle, •• 
with their growing need of indepnndance. 
Another demand of the increasinG maturity of the ad-
olescent is to be permitted to assume some responsibili• 
ties to establish hims<:!!lf in hie rel11tions with oth>Jrs in 
his expending environ~ent. To give the subjects an oppor• 
tunity to axprgss their reactions in this regard, tha roo• 
lowing question was •sked• Do four earents ~ ~ oeior• 
tuni ttes to shore roagonsibiT! ias'? §y ttHIY of reply a -
most one fifth of lhe 'boys. (18.5 per cent) complain that 
they ere not given such op~ortunities. But much mora en-
couraging is the feet thet !8•1 per csnt stmte th~t their 
per.unte t~k~ this interest in them. 
To sourfl c.Put the !!!doleA.cerit•s c;enoral ettitude toward 
his parents they were ssked whether they felt so pro1.td of 
them and they would like their fri8nds to meet them. To 
thia inquiry 78,.0 per CSiit indic01tec; doubt. The f.indings 
of thdse questions are summ~riz~d in Teble 3 comp~red with 
the findings of flasge for tha Americbn population •• 
TABLE 3. Spaoifie reactions of Eouadoraan and 
American adolescents to their p~ronts 
:a::s:::========~====~=========a========~=============•== 
• 
fesl proud of parents 
feBl tre~ted ~s a young m~n 
Shares in home rasponeibil• 
ities 
Ecuadorean American 
Yes ' No 87 .s 6 .:::..4,....-
74.0 14.J 
78.1 
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The similiraty of the percentages in both B8mples is 
remarkable. However 1 e few comments mre in ordAr. Ameri-
Ciln parents treat their sons l'llS men more consit:3tently than 
Ecuadorean parents (another oxemple of thR cultural diffdr-
Rnces in nducetional ide~ls, Bs pointed out Pbove), but do 
not sem.1 to .~iva them as much !'IJSponsibiU ti8s as their E-
cu~dore~n counterparts, probubly bac•uss in Ecuador the -
family st.ructuro is m8re closely knit th~n in ilmerictt• and 
consequently the sharing of different responsibilities h~& 
~ greater part in it. 
This is an important finding because even though an 
ado ls scant in r. is striving Bo r indopn nd enct-: l.iEHI ts to r.sasne 
too early ~n nrlult role 1 it is well to remenber thut he is 
still a ch!ld 1 though it is often ~ daedly insult tc imply 
this to him. As a child it is important for his prop~r • 
davalopmant that hB hsva ~ e~nse of aocur!tyJ of belong-
ing, ~nd of being ~mnted. Ths boy desires to be rscoqni¥ed 
and trusted. The home snd his parents are there to off~~ 
him support, security, and sheltHr when ha needs them. 
Tho tldolssc<3nt should feul free to explore tho fildult wo:cl.Lit 
secure in the knowledge th~t in tima of neYd ha has soma-
where to turn. That is the import~nt psychol~gical func• 
tion of the home and so it seems to be understood by most 
of the Ecuadore•n parents. 
To get yet, another indication of p~rental tre~tmant 
the questionnaire esked the boys to check whether they re• 
gardad thr:dr p'!rent.s• attitudes towards them as "strict" 1 
"lenient", or "mad ium" • !n response t.o this inquiry • 2~1. 7 
par cent indic~ta that th@U regard their parents as con-
sistently strist, 26.5 per cent ~s lenient. The mejority, 
46.1 per cant, look upon their p~rAnts ea sometimes strict 
~nc sometimes lenient. 
All this ssems to indicate th~t even if the Ecu~do­
rean adolescent, as ~ny other adolescent, resent& the dis· 
ciplin~ nt ho~e bet does not consider it on ovnrexr~ting 
imposition to which he hes to submit. It is interesting 
to note thot in tha added rem~rks to tha questions n~ boy 
coruplainad or bein~ dominated by pnro~t•l requl~tions. -
On the contrsry, some* after st~ting th~t the di3cipl!ne 
at their homes is strict, do net h9sitata to ~dd:~Th~t•s 
the way it should be." 
In view of the fnct that the p~rant-son rel~tionship 
is never st~tic but dynemic, it is necessary th8t every-
thing in that relstionship be adjusted to the ch~nge that 
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is tsking placo in the personality of the adolescent. --
When the younq boys reach 3dolescence the pressures upon 
their r~re.nts 8ra greater th~n when they were children. 
The ~dolcscents strive tcwmrds a more independent exis-
tence, avon though their raul life is one of depen~encel 
they ~sk for moru economic and social freedom and they --
have scmeti~es such unreuson~ble dam=nds thmt their r•ranb 
think they must curb them. On the ether h~nd, thn p~rents 
insi~t on rew dam~nds from the adolescent; since he is no 
long~r ~ child th3y expect him to behave according to his 
age ~nd to try to conform to an adult p~ttern of conduct. 
Thus, there must be a very fine balance in the interRction 
of p~ychological forces at work in o family situ~tion. 
The results of this interaction in the p2rent-aon rG• 
lationship, as felt and expressed by the Ecuadoreun adoles-
cents of the present study, is summ~rizad in T~ble 4. 
TABLE 4. · fr:equ·etu~:o/· :Uti th ttiHlch teu~c:!oreen edcloscnnts 
expariencA internal conflicts rasultins from 
parents' expectations 
·========================~========~==~=================== 
Type or r9action 
Think parents demand too much 
fael pQrents try to,impose 
their ideas und customs 
Obey p~rental regulations 
feel angry at rather 
Are arr~id of f~ther 
· Occ.= Occasion~lly 
Yes 
1a.a% 
36. 2/'b 
85.7% 
25.9% 
20.8% 
Occ.t lvmm 
-
75 ·'l% 
84 34 • rb 29.0% 
14.2% 
40.7% 32.5% 
5° 4'~# ~· • ;> 
.L\ccording to these I' ind ings nc:uAr 1 y tu10 out of tsn bJys 
( 18 .8 par cant) f'eal thlllt their p~renttl rn~k~~ Hxea a~; i ve de-
mends on thRm, snti 14.2 par cent acttHllly ignora those d•~­
mands. By f~r, the majority or the 8dolescent~ do not --
show any ~iqna of tensions or conflict with their parents 
in this respect. 
But, this is not the whole picture. To the question 
wh~ther thf:ty thought t.heir parants tried to impose on tilem 
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their own ideas and cuetoma, t' -0st three fourths of the 
boys (71.0 per cant) r"'plied t; t their parents did •ct • 
in such a w~y at laast oacasion~lly. In other words, the 
boys do not feal th~t their parents are harsh in their --
comm~nds and ex~cting in ~hair ragul~tions, but still thay 
feel Z!t a dlatanca from them bJcsusa they C'mnot unde .:-stW'td 
or Rra not v:illing to accept their p1rants' ide:)s. This-
aitu~tion n~cesaarily leads to psyc:1olo~ic~l S3p~ration • 
between f.Htr~1nt.s ~nd sons. Th~ rslationohi;J;:; nt h,111w :;e.n11 
to ba base largRly on some sort of legal basis and AXter-
nal obedion~Gl to reguh1l:ions• whereas ~ parsons! dif'lD(lUa 
and mutual u~derst~nding are ordin~rily !~eking. 
~s a m~tter ~f f~ct, the boys obey those parental ra-
gul~tions which p8rtain strictly to the axtarnnl order and 
whose non obsJrw.anca is etts!ly checked, such as b•Jing bBck 
on ti1ntJ ·11hon "illoiJJad out a.t night. The reuctions of the 
boys are entirely difrarent when the parents try to re~u~ 
late tha parson:J.~l decisions of their soas. To the question 
It ~our par.e,nta don•t ."J?J!rove .!U: .!£..4..!'. f.!.i.ends,~ ~ st9IJ 
goiJ1!J ~ the_m?, neat'ly tu-.lf of fhB boys (45.~ per CEll'it) 
answured nsg~tively, 2?.8 per cent said that thoy complied 
eomatimaa• and 26•3 per cent gave an cffirmotive reply. 
These results indicate that the vast majority of tha ado-
lescents are not willing to accept their p~rents' ideas in 
\he choice of friends. Maybe the p~rants are actually w~ 
or prejudiced in their disapprovml., At any rate, it. is uell 
to keep in mind thet the ~doleecent has his own opinions -
and that he i& not likely to accept the advice of his pa. 
rente in matters that he thinks are his own privmte con• 
earn. The same attitude is probably maintained in many -
other individual areas not touched by the present invaati-
gation. 
I• all this, just e product of the adolescent's hypar-
eensitivity and suspiciousness that lead him to sss in ev-
ery adult, specially in tho~e nearest to h!rn 1 a potential 
enemy of ~is personality and !elf-determination? Perh~ps 
it is. The results an•lyz~d shomgd th~t when the questl~ns 
refer to sttuutiona easily observable {such as discipline, 
d•~~nds, 9h~r9 of ras~onsibilities) tha replies indic*ta ~ 
rather s~tis~actory ho~e situation. Wh~n th~ boy is aaked, 
however, to a•press his vlems on something wore int~ngibla 
ar diffl~ult to detect, at least for nn adolescent mind 1 
such as ~hethar the parents h•va old-feshionBd ideas that 
they try to impose on thsm, the ans:unrs tend to put parartts 
on an unfevor~ble light. 
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Even though the boy's a0pr9ci~tion of his pBrants at-
titudes 1dght bl! subjective, tha fmct is th~t it hes s t .. 
mendous impact in the we~ a boy cpprnches his parents. To 
th.J r;ue:..'ition 1lE..£ ,ll.~?.!:!. av.:-::.r .. •f'ISLrY !J. rour ft~+~Jler?, more thr.m 
0 f1 0 0 U t. 0 f f G U I' b 0 y S n 5 • 9 p 9 r C en t S ll i d that t h e y t'J e r 9 
anyry frequently, four out of ten (40.7 per cent) were an-
gry occ•sian~lly, and 32.5 per cant th~t they were never 
or r~raly ~ngry ~t them (see Table 4). This ma•ns t~at a 
good m•jority of the ad0lescanto rasent their f~thers et 
lea3t som~time3. 
This ;unger 1:3 a norms! amotion2'll expraagion of tha ad-
olescent ( and of any other person fer th3t m~tter) whsn 
he thinks that thi~yg ga wrong. In tha group studied it 
doas not soam to hQVa ~ harmful and l~sting affg~t in thR 
boy's p~rson~lity be~susa 59.4 par cant s~sts th~t th9V -
are not nfr~id of thoir r~thers. However, 28.8 psr csnt 
do seam to i:Ja afr~tid, ._nd 1?..6 per cant .are uncertalin. ll"le 
piatura is not disheartening but it is not Yncoura9inq ei-
ther. 
This unfort.unRtn situ"tion of fear of tl!s ft~ther ex-
plains tha adolascant's lack of confidonc~ 6n him. To the 
quest ian .\lQ. ~ discuss your d iff icHl ties .!..!2fi ge.r_"!£1!.!.! --
~b1em~. &'lli :t,our f'*lther?, s1.2 par cent of the boys an-
swer neg~tivaly, while only 13.4 per cent s~y that they • 
discuss thair problems freou~ntly 1 ~nd 19.5 per cent th~t 
they do so occasionally. To a parnllal question refeiring 
to the mother, 42.7 per cent replied negRtively, 29.2 per 
cent stated th~t they consulted with their mothers ceca• 
sior.~Jlly, ond 25.8 per cent, frequently, le~ble 5 presr,mts 
the frGquanc!es with which Ecuadorean and American ~oys • 
consult with their parents, and the results to the next • 
two questions to ba ~naltzed about wh~ther they thought • 
their p&ronts under~toad their difficulties ond person8l 
problems. 
TABLEs. frequency with u1hir:h Ecuedurnmr. ,Jnd ;,r;mric:ln 
hays discuos their p•u·snn)1! 1 p t'ob lams e1 i ~h 
===~=====~==~Q~~i:~~t~Q~~f=~~g=~~~-~Qgg£~~~~g~~~=~~~~====c 
Question Ecuadarenn American 
I I rte.; q 'l" ---..;;;...:~""--~ 
' ~ Dec.~ No Ve~ rcc. No 
Dlscuss crtf't~'1cuitiae wm;. . 
rathGl'7 12.0 
lliith mother? 25.8 
feel ycul' father under~ 
st~,--.ds you? 51.4 51.5 
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Question Ecusdorean Ama~ican 
_____________________________ v_a-.~----·-O·c~~~'·•---N-o ______ v~~~s. __ Dec, No 
Feel your mother under-
stands ·? 55.0 1 '1. 3 
------.. -· ...... ---·---·-·--·---~---· ----.... ·-·----.. --~· ...... ------
1 t is worth not in') that th number of ~dolesecnts u;ho 
discuss their nroblems with thBi:r-- mothers, ~t J.e~st on oc• 
ca;;;ions is 2'' .4 per cant larger i~ht!~ the numbor of tf·.ose 
wt1o discuss with thair f"ethers. This would seem somewhat 
surprising, since one would expect the boy entering 5.nto 
manhood to seek ~ closer cont~ct with his father. Howeve~ 
the results ;\;gree tilith the flndingR of Jonson (19!::2) who 
in a study on tho conceptions or p•rants held by ~~olo~­
cants, found that the subjects of his study eonsidorod •• 
thB fethe:r '1S thB provider, whilP. the rrnthcr' s role u:[ls .. 
reg3rded ~s·~nP of moral and bahflVioral guide• source of 
•ffection, ~nd housekeeper. 
A cnmpnriaon with thE r8sults obtained by Fleegs in 
his group, BS it can be seen in table 5, leads to th~ con-
clusion that lack of confidence in perents (3nd, inciden-
tally, the tenden~y to consult with mothers more often --
th~n with f~thers) is on~ of the tr~lts of youth's DBrson-
sJity, g spontaneous trend of the boy towards keeping his 
problems to himself. 
Ncr is this situation the result of a feilure from • 
the part of the ~erents. To the question or whath2r the 
boys thought th~t their rathers and ~others undsrstood --
their p~oblsmg (see Table 5) more thrnn half of the boys • 
replied ~ffirmatively to both questions. 
It is interesting to point out tha nu~ber of boys ·-
who were unoblR to giva a "yes" or "no" answer. To tho • 
question or whothe~ they tho~ght thnir ~athurs understood 
thcdr prnhlrHrH"!r 2~.r per cont w•Jre undecided; to thd S"-"<ffi8 
quest ion ref'orr inq the mother, 25.6 po !' cant ue 'C"e undec ic.i<~. 
This mould !ndicnte thHt bnys arc nnt quite eblo tc jud~e 
objerd:iHoly in Rn iflterpersonr!l situHtion. Th8y are eaGUy 
cerried Ammy by ~onflicting feBli~§&. 
7 T~e r~ther v~gue nnd naive answers they give to the 
next question: lllhat .2.2 ~ .f.Zi!. !:..U. 1.2:£. r:.Hsons f2.£ i;J.aing 
misunde rs to oct? 1'iJrtht?. r con f'i rms this cunc lusion. ;\l though 
tho quesf.ion culled for :!1 rP.ply of the el:'!S<"~Y type, the rna-
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jority of reasons given could be classified under the head-
ings that appear in Table 6. 
!ABLE 6. Reasons why parents misunderstand their sons 
========••====================~=~======================== 
Rank Re~son given 
1. Parents don't know the boy, don't know the 
difficulties of his age••••••••••••••••••••• 
2, Parents are old-fashioned and narrow-minded. 
3. Boy's own fault, doesn't like to t~lk, dif-
ficulty in expressiog himself, etc•••••••••• 
4, lack of mutual confidence••••••••••••••••••• 
5. Parents lack experience, tslent, patience ••• 
6. Parente are unconcerned about the boy's pro-
blems••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Per cent 
26.5 
22.3 
17.1 
13.9 
13.4 
6.9 
A brief analysis of Table 6 shows that mora than seven 
out of ten boys place the blame of being misunderstood on 
the parents, stating that the parents do not know the boy 
well enough, that they do not know the things he has to • 
face, the circumstances under which he acts that are cam· 
pl9tely different from those of the days when parents were 
young, that they ara unconcerned about the boy's problems, 
that they lack experience to guide them. fewer than two 
out of ten (17.1 per cent) place the blame on the boy him-
selft stating that the boy is not frank enough with hiu -
parents, or simply saying th~t "tt•s the boy own fault." 
These reasons give a cross-section view of the modern 
adolescent's opinion as to why parents misunderstood himJ 
but in presenting his reasons in such a summary way we ·-
loose much of the individuality of the response and a cer-
tain amount of meaning. Hare is a sampling afi these opi~ 
nions& 
They didn't have the liberties we enjoy now. 
Because parents sxpect their sons to be perfect and 
this isn't possible always. 
fathers are always busy and just care about their work. 
I! I 
1 '
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Because we think we're grown-ups and know everything. 
It is not that we aren't understood: we think differ-
ently from our parents end we feel they don't under-
stand us. 
They've old-fashioned ideas about ••ings and circums-
tances. maybe they were never young. 
It is particularly interesting to point out the simi• 
larittas between the replies of the subjects of the Ecua• 
dorean sample and those of the American sample in view of 
the fact that the question proposed did not provide a ••• 
number of answers to be checked, but rather gave boys an 
opportunity to apeak their own minds. 
The results obtained by rlssga (1945 1 p.B4, Table4) 
are shown in Table 7 in abridged form, because the author 
divides each of his six headings into various subheadings 
and these, in the present study, were inapplicable for •• 
purposes of comparison. 
TABLE 7. Reasons why parents misunderstand their sons, 
according to the opinion of a group of Ameri• 
can adolescents 
(Abridged) 
•=======•=====•===•=============z======•================= 
Reason Per cent 
1. Parents do not know the boy well enough, the 
difficulties he has to face, his wants, etc ••• 30.3 
2. Boy is not confidential or frank enough with 
his parents••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 29.1 
3. Parents are from a different age and old-
fashioned••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 26.5 
4. Boys feel they are different, have different 
ideas, different points of view ~n parents ••• 17.4 
s. Parents are not chummy enough, not interested. 14.8 
6. ffiiecellaneousa boy's own fault, difficulty in 
expressing himself, misinterpret boy's actions a.s 
It is striking to observe that answers closely fall 
into the same categories as in Table 6. As it can be seen 
in a glance at both tables, the frequencies with which ap-
pear the different reasons for being misunderstood are --
substantially parallel in both the Ecuadorean and the A-
merican sample. 
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It would be safe to conclude that it is not necessa-
rily the parents• fault if the boys feel misunderstood. 
In the personality of the adolescent himself, wether Ecua-
dorean or American, there seems to exist a barrier of pre-
judices (intellectual or emotional) which makes it diffi• 
cult for him to understand the adult world, hence he feels 
misunderetood. Dt would appear also that many of those • 
barriers are made up of the unsurmountable differences in 
age and education between the two generations. This makes 
it hard and tazing for both parties the parent-son relGt~ 
ship. 
Since, because of the personality makeup of the ado-
lescent and his reduced capacity for understanding compleM 
situations, it cannot be expected from him to make the fbat 
move, it is up to his parents to take the initiative of go-
ing over that barrier to open the communication channels • 
which the boy needs. 
The finding that the boys are anxious to seek gui-
dance and experience the need to talk to someone about --
their intimate problems is further confirmed by the fact 
that at the end of the questionnaire most of them added -
remarks showing their enthusiasm for having an opportuni-
ty to reveal themeelvee. Some clearly manifested their -
wish that adults, their parents in particular, could have 
access to their answers in orther to better help and guide 
them. Hare are some of their remarksa 
This questionnaire gave me a chance to-unbulden myselr. 
Parents and teachers shriuld see this to know the pay• 
colo1y of young people. 
Hope this helps to remedy some of our problems. 
There are many other problema which I'd like to dis-
cues with someone. 
It is encouraging for a young man to know that some-
body cares about him. 
A boy should be interviewed personally to talk about 
his problems. 
It is not, therefore, that the adolescent wants to br' 
alone and that he rejects any advice or counsel. Ha de• 
mends (and he has avery right to it) to be understood ·wntt 
not to be forced to live in world prematurely adult. He 
demands guidance, but guidance should not be such that it 
interferes with the individual development of his person-
ality. 
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It is to be noted incidentally, that the parents --
(the fathers specially~ of the Ecuadorean adolescents do 
not seem to be aware of the opportunity they have or pro-
viding their sons with a solid basis for the adolescent's 
search of identity. As Erikson (1950) observes, the ada~ 
lescence is characterized by a search for a new sense of 
continuity and sameness manifested in its strivings to --
conform to whet they consider worthwhile ideals• This --
carries the danger of role diffusion if there is an over• 
identification, to the point of apparent complete loss of 
identity, with the heroes of cliques and crowds. It is -
the responsibility of the fathers to be so near their sons, 
in psychological contact, that they become accessible im-
ages to identify with. 
It is heartening to know that the example of a dedi-
cated and responsible life seams to be given by the Ecua-
dorean fathers, as it will be noted in the next chapter. 
This is good and sound; but the Ecuadorean bays feel that 
they also need a personal encounter with their fathers, -
in which the keynote should be the mutual understanding -
and a rich exchange of experiences. 
It was mentioned above that, the main eouraa of tene 
sion at home seams to be a lack of dialogue between pa-
rents and sons, and that the first ate~ to remedy the si• 
tuation must be taken by the parents. The situation is -
particularly trying because, as Gesell notes (1956), it • 
is typical of boys aged 15 to 16 to feel they suffer from 
restraint. This tends to make them argumentative and re-
mote with both ~rents. or, as Erikson (1950, p.22B) wrJas 
"Adolescents have to refight many of the battles of ear-
lier years, even though to do so they must artificially -
appoint· perfectly well-meaning people to play the roles of 
enemies•" The data of the present study tend to confirm 
these observations and make them valid for the adolescents 
of Ecuador. 
It does not seam, therefora,that Ecuadorean adoles-
cents are suffering under an undue parental protection or 
that Ecuadorean parents insist in maintaining an unhealthy 
distance from their sons. The conflicting situation seems 
to be universal. These conclusions should make parents •-
ware of their duty to guide their eons with due regard to 
thair relative independence and to the privacy of their • 
growing personalities. 
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To test the adolescent's appraisal of parental gui-
dance the following question 1uas asked 1 Do ~ approve -
of the .!!.!.l your parents ._ill to 0uide you? To~--:this ques-tion-in overwhelming majorfty-( 5.3 per cent) answered -
"yes", while only44.8 per cent said "no", and 9.7 per cent 
were undecided. The answer to this question would seem to 
carry considerable wright, for their opinion in this matt~ 
determines by and large the effect which parental guidance 
is likely to have on the adolescents. If the boy disp~vs 
of his parents• methods, little of what they say or do, wtu 
have any lasting effect upon his attitude or conduct. 
A general picture of what the boy thinks of his home 
situation is given by the replies to the next two quest~ 
Have your dealinQs with your father usually B!!n satisfac-
tory? and Have thur-aeilings with ytur mother usually ~ satisfacto~ e results of both he tcuadorean and Ame-
rican sample are shown in Table a. 
TABLE a. General appraisal of the relations with parents 
by Ecuadorean and American boys 
======================s=======•===========•==============•=• 
Satisfactory Unsatisfactory l.h:lec::icB d 
~cuaa. A mer. ~cued. A mer. tc. Amex. 
Dealings with father §1.2% a2.s% 7.2% e.o% 8.5% 7.4% 
Dealings with mother 82.9% 88.8% 6.1% 5.1% 9.7% 4.3% 
As it was noted previously, boy's relations with his 
mother are usually more satisfactory than with his father. 
Perhaps this is because, as the boys themselves state, tmy 
feel more inclined to confide in their mothers than in --
their fathers. 
The questionnaire presented one last question to find· 
out whether the boys were usually satisfied or not at home, 
The replies shows that 13.2 per cent of the boys are un• 
satisfied with the home environment and manifest signs of 
maladjustment to the home situation. The other 86.5 per 
cent are fairly well adjusted. This is to say that even 
though the adolescent in reg2rd to his home experiences • 
certain problems which have been studied in detail, those 
proulems are not so serious as to hinder the happiness and 
normal development of the adolescent. 
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Just_ because parent-child conflicts increase during 
adolescence, its significance should not be exaggerated 
nor the many possitive aspects of this relationship should 
be ignored. .As jersild (1946) writes: 
friction in various forms is almost inevi.able 1ft the 
home is peopled by real persons. The normal home has 
its quota of bickering and disagreement. One of the 
functions of a good home is to serve as a place where 
husbands, wives• and child•en can become annoyed with 
each other without suffering dire consequences. The 
more solid the affection between members of the fam-
ily the more will each feel free to be himself. 
While the adolescent is beginning to liva more inda-
pandently, his parents and his home continue to be af_ ••• 
great importance in his life. He n;eds security which the 
home affords. It is important to him to be able to count 
on his parents as persons who regard him with di6interaswo 
affection and in whom he can confide wtthout fear of ridi• 
cule or betrayal. He needs the home as a base of operatwns 
that is stable when other things are changing. He also • 
needs the home •a • place where he can relax and give way 
occasionally to complaints and childish beh&vior which he 
would not allow himself to display in his relations with 
his peers or with adults outside the home. 
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IV. PROBLEMS OF THE BOY IN TH~ REALM OF SELF 
fhe image of the Ecuadorean adolescent that appears 
so far is th~t of a p~rsonality fairly well adjusted to -
his environment, experiencing, however, cart~in problems 
whose source and reason he cannot quite expl•inn£ under-
stand. It does not seam that his problems are the pro•uct 
of parental misunderstanding or leek of guidence, and yet 
he resents them deeply. Or is it that he is unsatisfied 
with himself mnd protJects his puzzlement to those near him? 
A hint of this complex inner life of the adolescent appear-
ed when he was found anxious to seek guidance and yet un-
willing, at the sam• time, to reveal his innermost thoughts 
to others. It is as if behind that protective veil of a 
poised image there would lurk a restless wo~ of doubts, 
worries and fears. In fact, many of them expressed, at U. 
end of the questionnaire, • feeling or relief for being a-
ble to unburden their problems. It is these struggles that 
go on within the boy's innermost self whiah this chapter 
intands to analyze. 
By putting forth questions relative to v~r!nua inner 
reactions this study attempts to get an insight into the 
complex variety of difP!culties the •dolascent experiences 
in his errorts at making adjustments to his growing selr. 
To get an overview of how the adolescent feels to his 
life in general he was askeds l! ~our life !! Ereient h!R· 
~? To this question 64.5 percent answered in the affir• 
mative• 19.5 per cent in the negative, while 13.4 per cent 
were uncertain of their general reaction. 
Two other questions which called forth a general ap. 
praioal of his own life weret Are you satisfied with ,o~t 
health? and Do you feel satisfl8d with xour character -
To the former-question, 79.~ per cent answered affirmati-
vely, 15.8 per cant negatively, and 5.0 per cent were une 
certain. To the latter question, 50.0 per cent stated that 
they were satisgiad with their character, while 30.4 per 
cent said that they were not, and 19.5 per cent were unde-
cided. The results are shown in Tabla 9, compared with -
the results obtained by Fleege in the American group. 
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TABLE 9. Genersl appraisal of themselves by Ecuadorean 
and American adolescents 
=====================================:=================== 
Questions Ecuadorean American 
Yes No Yes No 
Satief!ed with your life? 64.5% 19.5% 77.6% 19.6% 
Satisfied with your health? 79.2~ 15.8% 81.2% 15.7~ 
Satisfied with your character? 5o.o% 30.4% 63.5% 27.2~ 
The rather high percentage of boys who are diesatis-
fied with their characters (and this is true in both sam~ 
plea) seems to be a sign of the unstable situation of the 
adolescent andt perhwps, of his desire to improve. The • 
general picture emerging from both samples is one on heal-
thy optimism. It is impossible to ignore the possibility 
that some of the boys are deceiving themselves in their • 
appreeiations, but 't is important to know that they do • 
not tend to overestimate their problems or to feel sorry 
for themselves. 
The next series of questions allow e closer look in-
to the inner world of the adolescent. His answers will • 
reveal to what extent the conflicts he meets with in his 
attempts at adjustment m~ke him discour~ged, create fears, 
and cause him to worry. 
One of the first problems the boy has to foes with • 
in his process of adjustment to the world is ~o find it • 
too complicated• with danger of retreating to his own li~ 
tle world •• In fact, 40.5 per cent of the Ecuadorean ado~ 
!ascents think, at least occasionally, that life is too ¥ 
complicated to underst~nd what it ia all about, 33.2 per 
cent say that they real that way frequently, and 26.2 per 
cent are apparently well adjusted to life. 
This finding. is important for the understanding the 
adolescent~; because it gives en idea or the degree of --
puzzlement and even discouragment they sometimes fall in-
to. It is not att~ll odd that if life appears to them as 
difficult to be understood they will feel a depressing ef• 
fect that somewhat blunts their energies, making it hard 
for them to open up to the adult world. 
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How do they lank upon their rasponsibilities in this 
world? In regerd to this question there is a remarkable 
difference in the reactions or Ecu~doreen and American nd• 
olescents. In the ~mericen sample 33.9 per cent or the -
boys fo8r the respon3ibilitias of adulthood, but 56.7 per 
cent do nat. In the Ecuadoreen group the two positions -
are almost equslly distributed: 45.7 par cent show certain 
fear of the future. ~9.1 per cent ere •ither uncertain or 
unwilling to respond, while 45.1 per cent do not feel any 
fear. 
The reascn for this difference could be that Ecuado• 
raan boys see lese opportunities for them in the future, 
because they know that the history of their country is --
characterized by uncertainty and instability both polit!• 
cally and economically. Or again, the differunce of atti-
tudes in both samples could reflect the deep changes OP• 
erated in ths world in the past two decades in the econom-
ic and social structures. The contemporary world is not 
that of 1945 (when fleege's study was published)t youth • 
of today, 3bova 311, is not sure of finding a pl~ce in the 
changing complexity or ~ociety. 
This constit~tes a problem in the education of adoles-
cents, for they do not saam to be ready to shoulder the • 
responsibilities of the adult worla in which they will soon 
be living. Perhaps this is one consequence of the family 
and school situation that does not give the adolescent --
much opportunity to test his capacities. 
In answer to the question What do ~ faer most?, the 
fair of failure and future responaiblrfitiSs-;r8 mentioned 
by 51.3 per cent of the boys. Other items such as death 
of parents, accidents, sin and punishment appear in a very 
few questionnaires. This means that the boy is acutely •· 
ware of his shortcomings and that the experienced of his 
failurae at school has weakened the confidence in himself. 
It seems contradictory that in answer to another ques-
tion Oo ~ feel ~ have self-confidence? two thirds of 
the bays (66.9 per ca~replied affirmatively, while the 
other third replied in the negative or did not know. If ~ 
the majority of adolescents state that they have confidence 1,11 
in themselves, how can it be explained that they are afraid 
of the future? Perhaps in this apparent contradiction is j 
to be found a deep insight into the mind of the adolescenb ~ 
,
1
11 
Ill j 
''II I 
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t ey are l!lfraid of failure lis any othe1 human being but -
they know that, with effort &nd perseverance, they will • 
be ab!s tc succeed. In many of tham this is probably a -
sort of wishful thinking. 
On the other h~nd, that fesr of the future could very 
well refer to its mentioned uncertainty. The adolescents 
know that they can succeed if they are provided with ~n op-
portunity. The idealism of youth appears clearly in these 
findings: tho boy knows he can Oat ahead in the world, al-
though he does not know exactly when and how. He is afrtid 
of the futur~ responsibilities but he feels th~t in his ~ 
process of growing up he will find in himself new cap~bili• 
ties to face new problems. Perhaps the self-confidence of 
tha adolescent is optimistic and with little Poundation in 
raalityJ his expanding consciousness, however, will pro-
vide him with the exact measure of what he can do end the 
mmount of effort that he has to display. 
Tabla 10 summarizes the feelings of Ecuadoraan and A-
mericab adolescents in regard to the future. 
TABLE 10. Mttitudas of Ecuadoraan and Amarican adolascenb 
in regard to the future 
========================a=======================~========= 
Attitude 
Hopeful, enthusiastic 
Worried, doubtful 
Indifferent, resigned 
Ecuadorean American 
69.2?' 
25.5% 
s.e% 
The distribution of the way the adolescent most 6te• 
quently feels about his future is substantially the same 
in the Ecuadorean and American samples. most of the boys 
are hopeful and enthusiastlc. The difference in percen-
tages, however, indicates once more what was aaid above: 
Ecuadorean adolescents ere lass inclined than their Ame-
rican counterparts to have • bright image of their fitura. 
This genaral optimism of the boy is not the result • 
of his actual accomplishments, nor of his certainty about 
vocational plansa it is rather the result of his confiden.e 
in the development of his personal capabilities. 
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Another area of the relationships or the boy with --
himself. To what extent do conflict with ra~lity and con-
sequent doubts and worries cause the adolescent to becoma 
introverted or moody? The following question triad to --
find outa Q2 ~ ~ ~ into moods who~ J,OU c~n't seem 
to chee.~ .Y..e,'l• , ., o this question 1 eight out of ten boys --TA4.5 par cant) replied nyas", while only 15.2 per cent • 
replied »no"• This mRn!fests the difficult 8nd chAnging 
char~cter of ths boy, and conse~uently the insecurity he 
expe~iences in regard to himself. He seams to be so pain-
fully aware of the physical and mental changes that go on 
within him• that it is hard for him to maint~in a b~lanca. 
This is further confirmed by the answers to another 
questiona Have you aver worried about whether ~ were no~ 
!.!.! .2.!: .!!!?.!'• that glvas lnform,.tlon which the' adolR"S'C'ent 
is least likely to speak about to aothers. Nearly on th.ixrl 
of the boys (30.0 par cent) are frequently worried about -
this difficulty. for the other two thirds the thought of 
being abnor,mal has never entered their minds at all or on• 
ly in • passing manner. 
It would seem, from a glance at Tabls 11, that in tha 
area the Ecuadorean boys are more problematic than the Ame-
rican boys. 
TABl& 11. frequency with which Ecuedorean and American 
adolescents experience person~lity difficulties 
===========•===============~============================== 
Item E.clndore•n 1\marican 
F" ~o~ R F' 0 R 
moodiness 41.5 so.o 8,.5 19.4 55.7 24.9 
fear of being ebnor• 
mal 30.0 33.1 3C..Q 5.3 17.4 75.6 
Key: f: frequentlyJ 0:: uccasionallyJ R: Rarely 
Th~ adolescent of Ecuador seems to be mora given to 
~ood changes end to introspection, making him more uloof 
in his relet!onships with adult people end, therefore, ·-
more difficult to be reeched by counselors or teachers. 
Thi~ does not mean necessarity that Ecuadorean adolescents 
are ment~lly less healthy than American boys, but that they 
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WL: :n·y nbou t thBmse 1 ves more eae;i 1 y, and that t!<. y tend .... 
more to introversion, which is ia accord with the observ"-
t!ons of mftny who have had contact with adolescents in -· 
both countries. 
ThesA psrsnnlllll problems havo a depressi''' •ffect upon 
the adolescent. His moodiness, his own difficu~ties in ~ 
mnklng ~djustments to chenges going on within him• and his 
ever de0psning snnse or ingdequtiny render him only toe r8a-
dy to fasten his attention on the idaa of being "different"' 
from other boys of his age. This self-consciousness, to-
gether with his hungry longing for social approval ~nd his 
desire to achieve, focuses his attention on himself in & 
way th8t can be dangerous. Thus the boy becomes intros• 
pective, fmll into habits of studying his oum failure;:;, rUs-
sects his mctives, and as a result is imprassGd with e sense 
of his own in~dequacy. The emotional overtones of this -
exassive concern about himself probably explains his fear 
of not being normal. 
Thi9 picture becomes more enlightening after a look 
at Table 11 in which some of the difficulties that worry 
tho adolescent are sp9cified. 
TABLE 11. rrequancy with which cert&in worries appear in 
the Ecuedorean adolescent ,i 
==============================================~========== Item r 0 R 
re·els self-conscious about own faults 11.4 44.8 42.4 
reels as if he lacks will powsr 12.1 37.7 so.o 
reels sad or depressed 17.1 39.4 42.0 
Keys r = rrequentlyl 0 = Occasionally; R ::: Rarely 
The results of this Table indicate that the conscious• 
ness of thair own faults, 'he feeling of a lack of will po-
wer, ~nd a reection oe sadness are experiences that trouble 
one half of the adolescents. Happily this experience is -
not felt frequently, but, in the majority of cmsas, in an 
occilsional way. 
The question:: that naturally comes to mind is a What 
causes this feeling in the adolescent boy? Tha answers -
given by the Ecuadorean subjects are recorded in Tabla 12. 
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TA8LE 12. Alleged causes for feelinqs of sadness and de-
pression according toa sample ofEcu@dorean boyB 
Rank Cause Per cent 
1. Person~lity difficultiast deffects of char. 
acter, fealings of i~adequ&cy•••••••••••••••••• 
2. No answer, or "I don't know"••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Troubl~s in the home, arguments, parental -
attitude••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. D!ffir.ulties in studies and school••••••••••••• 
s. Girl-friend troubles••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Sex worries •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7. Boredom, loneliness •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
12.9 
12.8 
11.5 
9 • 'I 
G.5 
Almost one third of tha boys attribute their feelings 
of sadness and depression to their own personalities, that 
is, to the way they react towards the environment. Thoy 
aeern to be quite aware of the fact that their own instabi· 
lity is ths cause of their periods of sadness. 
This insight is the healthy result of Ecuadorean ~do­
lascents' introspection. In the American sample, the -· 
highest percentage (22.6 per cent) answered with "I don't 
know" or gave no answer, whereas personality difficulties 
are listad ninth (~ par cent). This is why fleege (p. 32~ 
concluda$ that practic~lly all the sublects of his study 
"failed to grasp the underlying rsasona their own inste-
bility." 
To be sure. difficulties at home and in the school -
area burden for msny of the Ecuadoronn boys, but these --
can be objective difficulties. It is a sign of Ecuadore~n 
boys' sincerity towards themselves and the questionnaire 
that they did not try to camouflage reality 6laminq others 
or circumstances for • painful problem which is within --
them. 
If the adolescent has certain problema with himself, 
it is necessary for him to have at the same time a Golu-
tion for thehl' in order to achieve the integration of his 
personality. This solution must be found first in the re-
alm of the subjective and then in the help and guidance -
that he receives from others. 
' 
,II 
I l I 
~ 
'II II 
[Ill 
~ 
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Above ~11, it is important for the bay to have power-
ful ideals to feel the void he feels within becau~e of --
his own inadequacy, and et the s~me time ptnvide definits 
guiding lines for his conduct. The adolescgnt is charac-
teristicglly ~ hero worshipper ~nd pursuer of ida~ls. •• 
General! y ho looks for someone whom he c ..;n look ~~P to, --
aor:lanne whom he can ~dmir•:1, jmit'tte, \fnd f'1llo;t,. The thou;tt 
of his !dan! c8rr!es with it ft desire to achieve and fur-
nishos the mntiuqs to tr~nsfarr this desire into action. 
In answer to • question on this metter, 59.2 per ~ont 
of the bO''S replied th2:t they h11d an ideal or lwro to imi· 
tate, while 35.1 par cent replia1 thst they did not hev@ 
one, end 6.7 per cant were uncertain. 
To the next question~!! your ideal ~ ~?, most 
of the answers mentioned some specific indiv!ouel by n~me 
or by ~rofeseion: ~n arquitect, a doctor, ~ scientist. 
Very fern ~f them simply stated: uone who knows how to suc-
ceed iJT ll fa" t "A man of char!'Jc te r with his feat on the ..... 
ground", "A femous m~n who'll be remembered", "A lucky --
man". 
Table 13 presents the findings on the boys' ideals, 
both in the Ecu~dorean and American samples. 
TABLE 13. Persons mentioned by Ecuadorean and American -
boys as their ideals or hAroes 
Ecuadorsan Graue 
~ank Id&:il orH~ro Per cent 
1. A famous docto~ 
engineer, sci~­
tist, tJtc. 
2. my father 
3. A historical •• 
character (Bol!-
va, Kennedy) 
4. Christ 
5 • A c E? r t a in a t hl eta 
(Pelti, Larrea) 
6. A certain Saint 
7. My big brother, 
uncle 
18.1 
12.5 
Rank 
American Group 
Ict.l or Hem Per -cent 
1.(s)1A certain athlete 27.9 
2.(2) my father 10~9 
3. (4) 
4. (6) 
s .. (l) 
6.(8) 
Christ 
A certain Saint 
A great enganeer, 
doctor, lawyer, etc. 
A certain movie 
st"r 
A certain histo-
rical character 
6.0 
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==~=====~===================================~============ 
E:cuadorean Group ~11nerican Group 
1tank Ideal or Hero Par cent Rank Ideal or Hero Par cent __ ? ________________ _
' • ,'\ m,., vi ~ c h ~~ r ?tC bJr 2 • 3 
J. A cartatn ta~chor 1.1 
~y big brother 1.9 
q cert~in te~cherl.B 
1 The number in parentheses refer to the rank order in tha 
Ecuadoraan sample, for purposes of comparison. 
The moat striking f~ct in this T~ble is the rank dif· 
ferenca ln the choice of ~n athlete hero. In the Americ~n 
ssmola it t~ps the list, whereas in the Ecuadcrean group 
it is in tho fifth place. The explanation might be that 
in Ecuador sports do not occupy an important place in the 
cultural life or tho country. Even for the boys, it ap-
pears that a professional soccer player (or any other atl-
leto) is hardly considered a succ~ss by the country social 
stand~rds. The difference could also mean that in their 
choice of ideals the Ecuadorean boys are more renlistic -
and serious-minded than the American eolescents. 
Tha most interesting finding, hcwev&r, is that in both 
s~mples fethers were mentioned as ide~ls or heroes in the 
s(.,:cond place. This ie mora worth noting J.n the f:cu&.dorean 
group, whure one out of rour boys (25.3 per cent) chcse ~ 
their f~thers ms an ide~l. It c~n only be speculated th~t 
this must be a closely guarded sacrat in the adolascant's 
mind. In thair conversfttions with friends ~nd rel•tivRs 
they hardly show sny other interest than in movie &nd ~port 
characters. Vat, whsn they can safely be sJncere end AX-
press their feelings without fear oP soci3l pressures, they 
let coma up to the surface the edmir~tion ~nd aste~m they 
have towards their fathers. 
Almost the same can be s•id of the choice of Christ 
in the fourth place (third in the American sample) by 12.5 
par cent ;Jf the boys. This seems to manifest that youth 
is much more serious ond concerned about the importAnt --
values in life than this apparent carelessness would ls&d 
to suspect. Hence the urgent need thet someone endowed -
with authority and pntiencet be able to share in the inner ... 
most thoughts of young people to help them in their process 
of personality integration. 
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Do boys have someone with whom they can talk over -
their intim~te problems confidenti~lly? The 2nswers to 
this question show that 70.2 par cent have someone in -· 
whom they do ur think they could conf!d8• Almost one ·-
fourth of the toys (23.6 per cent) sey that they have none 
to whom t!;ery might go for help in their lr.tim~te di ffi .. 
cult1es. 
Those who stated th•t they h~d • confidant were ~sk~ 
to indicate whether or Rot they had ever consulted this ~. 
personJ if they had not, they were ~sked to give ~n exrl•-
nation. To the first question 77.6 per c3nt s~y th~t they 
heve consulted with ••• trusted friend. Some of thaae,--
31.1 par cent, say "only occQsionally"• However, 21.3 per 
cent of those who feel that they have §omeone uhom they • 
could consult h•ve never gone to him with their problA~s. 
It ~ould be meaningless to try to tabulate the exple-
nfttions given for not h~ving sought guidance bec~usa thore 
were toe many boys who did not answer, and because the rea-
sons oiven were so v~ried that they defied classification. 
Perh~ps it is interesting to know some of their repliesa 
r•m afraid my problems will puzzle them and they will 
not be able to find an ~naw3r. I might be bawled out. 
I prefer not to talk about my things. 
They can't understand me. 
1 1 m efreid these things only happen to ruY. 
! think I would be ignored. 
This char~cteristic of being so shy in the expression 
of their own problems •nd the little decisiaD in soaking 
hBlp ""d counsel from other persons• is not typical of the 
f.ciJ.:-ar1G'~"!"!:!In ftdolescqnts but of youth at large. Table 14 --
compares the findings in the ttuo adolescent populations • 
TABLE 14. Problema of personal counsel in Ecuadurean wnd 
American adolescents 
·=================~====================================== 
Ecuedorean American 
Ouest ions Y 0 N Y o lJ 
H& ve yw S.JiTBone to talk to? 
Have youilhsu:!. ted this penDn? 
70.2 
31.1 
23.6 
46.5 
Kay: Y = YasJ 0 = Occasionally; 
23.6 68.8 2~4 
21.3 45.0 40.4 1~1 
N = 1\lo, never 
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The high parcentnge of boys who in both s~mples res• 
pond &ffirm~tively to the q~estion og whethar th"v have -
someone to t~lk to, seems to indictte simply ~ st~tement 
of a fmct: there aro people to who~ the adolescents co~ld 
go to. gut this f~ct does not have e vital reson~ncR in 
th,3 boy's rn.ind. He cannot deny th~t titers •ra people from 
w~cm h3 could sa~k guidgnce, but this does not seem to --
c~nstituta ~n invit•tion, in the person~l and subjective 
l3vel, to actu~lly co~sirler thosd people aa ~ble and wil· 
ling to help him. Hance, it would be safs to co~clude --
that the boy wgnts to be hel~ad, because h~ finds himself 
un~blc to solve his pwn confused probloma, but ho does net 
t~ke the risk of giving oxprasaiun to hls difficulties bQ• 
C3usa he fe.a.rs th..at thoy miily reveal his total wurthless-
noss. 
Anothnr question in this mett'3r rel!lds; .IE.~.£!£ YJ.llf 
~ fre~w-mtly .9.2. 1.9. ~ &dvice .!!::.£ ~ ~ thinqs !D.· 
timatel~! Tabla 15 summ~rizes the responses. 
TABLE 15. Sources of peraomal counsel for Ecuadorean ado· 
!ascents 
=======~===:===========~======~==============~==~======== 
Rank Source cf counsel 
1. Priest, spiritual director••••••••••••••••••• 
2. friends••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Mot~er••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. father••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. 8ig brothora, other relatives •••••••••••••••• 
37.1 
2(' .3 
lS.l 
10.5 
10.4 
Only one fourth of the boys (25.7 par cent) go to ~­
thniz· parr!nts (moru frequently tc their rr,others) u;hen th&y 
want personal advt~e. ~ slightely higher percentage (27.3 
per cent prefers to go to friends (either their own age or 
older). The priest and spiritual director comes first, -
wj.th 37.1 per cent n~ming him as their most frequent con-
sultant. This of course ia only true of the Catholic ---
schocl boys; br.Jys from other schools either do not huve 11 111 
confid~nt or they go more frequently to their friends. ~ 
II. The Catholic high schools are in a privileged posit~on 1 
to hiiVS a beneficial and lasting infl;;ence in the education 11
1 
of the adolescent personality, because they have the ins• ~~1! 1 
·,,,1 
I' 
,, 
1,: 
L 
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titution of the Spiritual Counselor. Unfortunately, it • 
would seem from the findings of the present study, that -
it is only that in most casesf an institution. If the --
Spiritual Counselor would take his role wholeheartedly, • 
the boys would go to him more often, and he would be in a 
position to give them • profound orientation in these dif-
ficult years of mdolescence. Problems .m4tt.h parents could 
be mimimizet this way, since a proper guidance would teach 
the boy to overcome the fears and prejudices which are in 
the way of a confident communication. The boy would learn 
that it is not dangerous to communicate personally and ef-
ficiently with adult world. 
One last question was addres8s~ to the boys, which -
can be considerAd es • sort of Q summary question# what -
the boys consider to be th13 bigg;;st parson<il problem., that 
is to say, the problem that wor~ies nr troubles him most. 
Tha ~nswers to. this question ''ir-' pr~santed in T:'llble 1() ... 
camparad with the •n5wers given by Amaric~n boy~. 
J.IWLE i.6. 3igg.sst personal problem of Ecuatdoraan and Arne-
. c~n adolescents 
=====3==~-~~===~~======~=======~== ~=====~=========~===== 
Ecuadar~an ~m~rican 
----------------·------------------------------------------------Rani< P•H' cent firobl<lm Per cent 
____________________ ,.._...._.._...._~-~------
1. {).i,ff'ir.nlties ftt 
~~chao! 
2. Girls, C)irl-f'riend 
troubles 18.0 
3. Sex p:..·oblsms: iT'IlS• 
turbution, unspecif.isd 12.0 
4. Vocation: decidin~ 
on future 
s. Problems at home: 
p~rents' beh~vior, 
r.;isunderstood 
G. Person~l problems: 
ch!!racter 
11.2 
6.4 
7. Hnal th, lllnes.q, rnon e y 4. 0 
B. Rdligious doutts •t ') .. _, • t:-
1 • P u :- i t :; , b r ..1 ;;.; :d il9 
e1 hmb1t, impuj_'O 
thoughts 
2. Vocation: decid· 
ing on future 
3. Difficulties ~t 
school, studies 
4. G i r 1 a, g i r 1- fr Janel 
troutJles 
s. problems ~t home 
6. 11eliqious difficul-
ties: ~oubts, etc. 
7. Huolth, illness 
a. ~erson~l problems 
20.6 
17.1 
-··------
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While only one boy in the Ecuadorean group stated --
that he had no ~iggest problem"at all, and 6.1 per cent -
gave no answer or replied with "I don't know", the highest 
percentage (3o.2 per cent) in the American sample gave •• 
such a reply. This seems to confirm a finding noted above: 
Ecuadorean boys appear to have a sharper insight into their 
own inner lives than do American boys in flaage's study. 
This is further manifested in the finding that personal -
problems, such as difficulties of character, anger, lazi-
ness are ranked last (with 1.7 per cent) in the American 
group, whereas these problems are in the sixth place (with 
6.4 par cant} in ths Ecuador•an group. Because of their 
introspectiveness and tendency to s~lf-analysis, Ecu~dorean 
"~doJescents i!!re more likely to consider themselves their 
"biggest" problem. 
Problems related with sex {flaege insists in c~lling 
tham "problems of purity"! -at his own risk) are top rank-
ing in tha Amer.ica~n s~mrle (20.,6 oar cent), \llhile the same 
occupy a third pl~ce among the problems of Ecusdot~~n boys• 
in a psrcentage half as low '12.0 per cent). This seems -
to point lo a healthier attitude in sexw~l education in -~ 
ths more recent times. The b0ys do net ~ppa~r to b~ so --
ITl u c h o b s e f; s s j b y f; h s s i n f u 1 n e s f! o f '!J ~ d t h a ll g h t; s 11 a< n d m 1.1 s tul'-
b~:ticn. n.ey undoubtedly heve thr:si:l problems. but they are 
inclined to ~ay more attention to their problems of d~al• 
ing with other people rnd to tha vary actu~l preble~ of -
succe~ding in their studies, (first in r~nk in ths Ecuado-
re~~ group, with 29.2 par cent). 
It is also P healthy sign nG thsir mhturing psrsona-
litias th:at 18.,0 per cant m3 .tionod girL:: l1ls thsir biggest 
problem. There Is no 1uay of telling for surS:J wi1ich kind 
of problem, girls constitute for them. Some of the boys 
C3rad to add: "I love a girl •n~ she dodan't lova me", "I 
don't know how to talk to my girl-fri~nd"t "I can't keep 
girls out of my mind"• Naive rom~rks which wond~rfully --
uncover the p~inful indecision of th~ ~dolsscont eac~d --
with a person•! ral~t!onship •nd his semrc~ for idanty in 
order to be a m~n ~nd be able to lav8. T~3t t~is is ~ --
re<il ;Jr:Jcccup:~tion fur them .is furthvr ::cFfir~:.3.: ~Y tiH~ -
f :lC t th & t most of' the bnys who appo nde d tiled r f rae com-
m'9nts 3t tho end of tile questionn:11ir8 s7Jid th~t th;.;; ;:no-
!.Jh:ms of Jov~ ·~nd of boy-;irl ral~tionsi1ip nhould ho daalt 
~ilh ao th~t ths problem inventory illauld b8 completY. •• 
Uhich, of coursa, is tr~a and it must b3 tho subject of a-
n o t 11 e r a t u .:ly o i1 t. h s p s y c h r) l. o q / tJ f ~: c u ;J j o :.:- ~' 3 n ~l J .:; LH3 c tHl t. s • 
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V. SUMmARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
At the and of this study, a feeling prevails that it 
has only touched an enormeous field of investigation in -
the mind of the Ecuadorean adolescent, and that much is -
left to know and to do in order thet parents and educators 
have an objective guiding line for the better understandmg 
of youth. 
Naturally, there is nothing in these findings that is 
new or that has not been said before. Many of the Ecuado-
rean parents and educators are, perhaps, aware of the pro-
blems or adolescents as they have been presented in this -
study. The contribution of the chosen method of investi-
gation rests on the fact that it allowed the boys to speak 
for themselves, without imposing them any preconceived ca-
tegories. If results are largely in agreement with common 
sense observations, they just helped to confirmed hypothe-
ses and to try to do something affective to guide adoles• 
cents boys. As one of them sold in his own naive and ••• 
straightforward way: "We know our problems very well. --
Why don•t you rather ask our parents and teachers? They 
don't know what we're like." When helping the boys with 
the problems presented here, educators will know that they 
are on the right track. 
In general, the image of the Ecuadorean adolescent -
appears sound. In spite of his problems and blunt res• 
pomses there is a desire to be better, to reach an adult-
hood in which he can be efficient and useful for his fam-
ily and country. This would seem to do with the prejudice 
(so widely dlfused by the mass media) that youth does not 
accept any boundaries of restraint and, that youth's blind 
rebelliousness carries them to destroy every social and -
moral value. High school population of the present study 
projects a very different image, as it is to be seen in -
their choice of ideals and in the problems that worry ·-
them most. 
In regard to the relationships of the adolescents at 
home, it is interesting to know that the boy generally --
feels happy at home and that his p~rents are interested in 
him, to the point that a good percentage of the boys chose 
their fathers as their ideals to imitate (even if soma ad-
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dad franklya "With certain reservations!"). frequently-
boy tends to interpret that interest as an excessive in-
terference in his individual life and, therefore, he tends 
to reject parental confidence under the pretext of not •• 
being understood. In the present study there are no ele• 
ments to find out whether this fe2ling responds to an ob-
jective reality or not. It would seem, judging from car• 
tain remarks, th~t parents do not have enough time for •• 
their sons, or that they are somewhat afraid or entering 
into the world of their adolescent sons, who, on the other 
hand, are particularly sensitive and apt to consider any 
advices from the frown-ups as an invmsion of their persoA-
81 privacy. This is why the boy is inclined to think or 
his p~rants' views as old-fashioned and some of their com• 
mands as unreasonable. The inevitably close contacts that 
go with living together in the home are liable to prove a 
source of further problems for him in the form of conflicts 
with his parents as well as with other members of the fam• 
ily. 
Another observation that comes from an overview of • 
the findings of this study is the general sameness of pro-
blem trends among American and Ecuadorean adolescents (even 
though the samples were taken thirty years apart). Prac• 
tically all have a tendency to feel misunderstood, to worry 
about their future, to be anxious over their schoolwork, 
and to feel rather uncertain about their own status. This 
sameness in the problems gives some confidence that the • 
investigations on the psychology of the adolescent carried 
out in America are also valid as an orientation for the un-
derstanding and education of the Ecuadorean boys. 
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